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Abstract: A soil temperature estimation model for increasing depth in a permafrost area in Alaska
near the Bering Sea is proposed based on a thermal response concept. Thermal response is a measure
of the internal physical heat transfer of soil due to transferred heat into the soil. Soil temperature
data at different depths from late spring to the early autumn period at multiple permafrost sites were
collected using automatic sensor measurements. From the analysis results, a model was established
based on the relationship between the normalized cumulative soil temperatures (CRCST*

i,m and
CST*

ud,m) of two different depths. CST*
ud,m is the parameter of the soil temperature measurement at a

depth of 5 cm, and CRCST*
i,m is the parameter of the soil temperature measured at deeper depths of

i cm (i = 10, 15, 20, and 30). Additionally, the fitting parameters of the mathematical models of the
CRCST*

i,m–CST*
ud,m relationship were determined. The measured soil temperature depth profiles at

a different site were compared with their predicted soil temperatures using the developed model for
the model validation purpose. Consequently, the predicted soil temperatures at different soil depths
using the soil temperature measurement of the uppermost depth (5 cm) were in good agreement with
the measured results.

Keywords: soil temperature; thermal response; cumulative soil temperature; soil temperature
modelling

1. Introduction

The permafrost areas adjacent to high-latitude coasts around the North or South Poles are
significantly influenced by global climate change. Evidence of global warming in these areas has been
reported in many studies [1–5]. Climate change induces radical changes in northern high-altitude
coastal and ocean ecosystems [6,7]. Mankind is no exception to this situation. Some of the impacts
of permafrost melting of frozen grounds in high-latitude regions include instability of ground in
mountainous areas due to reduced strength of the ground [8]. In Russia, several oil pipelines were
destroyed, and many roads and building structures have been in potential danger of failure due to
permafrost melting [7,9]. Slopes failure and substantial ground surface settlements were reported [10].
In addition, severe melt of frozen ground increases the number and sizes of glacial lakes due to
changes in snow cover, ice, and frozen ground [11]. The melt of frozen ground also changes the
biological environment germinating plants on soils; therefore, ecosystems of high-latitude regions
vary accordingly [11]. It was reported that the trends of global warming are more pronounced for
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ground temperature increases rather than for atmospheric air temperature increases [8]. Ground
temperature increases during summer are significant compared with those in other seasons [12]. The
measurement of the depth profile of ground temperature during the period of permafrost active
layer development enables the exploration of clues to indirectly measure the negative effects of
global warming. Lund et al. [13] reported that most studies on underground temperature, energy
balance related to smart heat flow, and energy balance in terms of sensible heat flux and latent
heat flux were conducted for short periods of time. Depth profiles of the underground temperature
during the summer season provide a measure of heat productivity from the geothermal system [14].
Therefore, it can provide important information on changes in the permafrost layer [15]. The
depth profile of underground temperature also enables the indirect investigation of CO2 and NH4

+

emission patterns from increases in active layer thickness, microbial decomposition, rates of organic
matter decomposition, plant growth, drought monitoring, irrigation, and drainage plans. Therefore,
an accurate investigation of the underground temperature is crucial in developing environmental
simulation models [16–21]. An investigation of the depth profile of soil temperature can contribute to
studies of global balance of energy and water resources [22].

Soil temperature is also an important indicator of climate change and an essential parameter for
geotechnical and geoenvironmental engineering, as well as soil physical, biological, and chemical
processes [12,22,23]. However, limited studies on underground temperature variation have been
conducted as compared to other environmental factors, such as air temperature or precipitation.
This is due to the significant costs and time required to obtain the spatial and temporal variations
of underground temperature depth profiles for a wide area [12]. Thus, an accurate and quick soil
temperature simulation needs to be developed [24].

There are diverse studies related to soil temperature modeling [25–36]. Dakshanamurthy and
Fredlund [25] predicted soil water content from a numerical temperature gradient based on a theoretical
model. Mahrer and Katan [26] used the albedo, solar radiation, atmospheric density, and radiation
rate to estimate underground temperature. Tabbagh et al. [27] calculated spatio-temporal infiltration
and volumetric flow from soil temperature observations. Rajver et al. [28] and Pollack et al. [29]
assessed design parameters of the “ground source heat pump system” using soil temperature.
The spatio-temporal variation of soil temperature was analyzed based on long-term temperature
observation data [30]. In addition, Hu and Feng [31] investigated important roles of soil temperature
in considering regional weather and the land–air interaction. Bendjoudi et al. [32] calculated the heat
transfer and Darcy velocity of the unsaturated alluvial layer based on temperature data obtained from
shallow depths. Other researchers [33–36] expanded the previous studies [25–32] to predict more
realistic ground heat transfer using different approaches.

Most studies about soil temperature estimation models succeeded, to some extent, in predicting
soil temperature. However, their prediction algorithms are complicated and they have many fitting
parameters. Therefore, more practical and efficient soil temperature estimation models are necessary
for capturing the spatial variation of underground temperatures for a wide area [37].

Recently, the research on the evaluation of environmental parameters has been actively conducted
using a thermal response concept. These studies use cumulative soil temperature and thermal
response to estimate soil moisture content [38,39], crop reproduction rates [40], freezing and thawing
indices [41], the warming of the permafrost layer [42], the thickness of the permafrost active
layer [43], and thermal energy performance from geothermal heat [44]. The use of cumulative soil
temperature reflects the thermal response by accounting for the variation in the soil temperature
and the soil temperature’s sustained time. Therefore, it provides better measures of time-dependent
soil temperature history compared with the maximum and the minimum daily soil temperatures or
average soil temperature [45].

In this study, soil temperature depth profiles at test sites in Alaska were obtained and used to
develop a method of prompt estimation of lower-depth soil temperature variations based on thermal
response. In addition, depth profiles of soil temperature from different locations were measured
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from late spring to early fall, during which the ground surface temperature exceeds 0 ◦C, to more
realistically understand the dynamic response and spatial variation of soil temperature. The purpose
of this study was to use the soil of the uppermost depth, which is easy to measure, to estimate soil
temperatures at deeper depths. The lower-depth soil temperature estimation model was developed
with a minimum number of fitting parameters, and the validation of the model and its parameters was
also conducted.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Thermal Response

Cumulative soil temperature (CST) has been proposed as an effective measure of thermal
response for thaw depth evaluation and climate change impact potential [46,47]. The cumulative
soil temperature (CSTm) for m consecutive days is obtained from integrating the soil temperature
(dynamics) over the total collective duration of m days. Therefore, the thermal response is defined as
the integration of soil temperature change for m consecutive days

CSTm =
m

∑
t=1

(
Tt − Tre f

)
(1)

where t is the time (or duration) in days, m is the number of cumulative days temperature
measurements taken, Tt is the daily average soil temperature for day t, and Tref is the reference
temperature. In this study, CSTm was incorporated into the thermal response for the development and
evaluation of soil temperature prediction using the measured temperature history from 10 May 2015
to 16 October 2015.

2.2. Study Area

The study area is located in the north subarctic region of the Seward Peninsula, Council, Alaska
(64◦ 50.611 N, 163◦ 42.709 W), as shown in Figure 1. The altitude is approximately 30 m, and the annual
mean temperature and precipitation are −3.1 ◦C ± 14 ◦C and 258 mm, respectively [48]. According to
the literature [48], the soil property of the site was mostly acidic (i.e., the soil pH ranges from 3.90 to
5.02) and most of the soils are fully saturated (i.e., soil moisture content of 100%). The average total
carbon and total nitrogen contents of the soil within a depth of 30 cm are 40% and 1.5%, respectively.
Ammonium cation (NH4

+) concentrations were measured to be much higher than those of nitrate
(NO3) at every measured point and depth. The concentration of ammonium (NH4

+) ranges from
8.6 µg to 93.1 µg per unit soil mass (1 g), while that of NO3 is negligibly small [49].

Figure 1. Measurement site in Council, the Seward Peninsula, Alaska.
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From the site investigation of this study, soil colors are grayish brown, black, and reddish brown.
Sieve analysis results showed that the fraction ranges of clays, silts, and sands are 6.4%–20.3%,
55.1%–77.3%, and 15.2%–38.6%, respectively, depending on the sampling depth and location. It was
noted that the fraction of silt is dominant.

Within the test site in Figure 2, automatic remote sensors of soil temperature measurements were
installed at three sites (A, B, and C). The distance between the sites A and B was approximately 70 m.
The soil temperatures at each site were measured at different depths of 5, 10, 15, 20, and 30 cm. The
soil temperature estimation model was developed based on the data from the sites A and B, while
the soil depth profile at the site C was used to validate the developed model. Each point consisted
of battery-powered sensor nodes and a flash memory-installed sensor interface circuit (sink node) to
remotely store and transmit sensor read data to a receiver (Campbell Scientific 107 Temperature Probe).
The air temperature was also measured above 1.2 m from the ground surface within the test sites (the
air temperature measurement location is marked “X” in red in Figure 2).

Figure 2. Locations of the soil temperature measurement sensors of the test sites.

3. Results of the Field Measurements of Soil Temperature

The data measurements from the sensor were recorded every 4 min and were stored in on-board
memory. Then, the stored data were transmitted to the remote monitoring center every hour via the
iridium satellite network. The soil temperature was measured 160 days from 10 May to 16 October
2015. Figure 3 shows the variations of the daily averages of air temperature at the location “X” and soil
temperatures in the sites A and B. Overall, there was a trend where temperatures gradually increased
until the 60th day, before decreasing gradually for an additional 90 days. During the soil temperature
measurement period, the air temperature was overall above 0 ◦C, except several days (132th–136th,
144th–145th, and 157th–160th from the start of temperature measurement); however, soil temperatures
within the depth range of 5–30 cm were above 0 ◦C.

From Figure 3, it was observed that the maximum soil temperatures in the sites A and B were
different from each other. The reason for this difference between the sites A and B was their differences
of soil stratum and heat transfer characteristics. The soil temperature at the uppermost depth from the
ground surface showed more drastic variations during the measurement period. The lower-depth soil
temperature change was highly governed by the heat change at the soil surface due to variations in
radiation and air temperature. Heat from the soil surface transferred into deeper depths. Therefore,
soil temperatures of deeper depths were highly influenced by the upper soil temperature. The
soil temperature variation tended to decrease with increasing depth. The maximum measured soil
temperature decreased with increasing depth. Generally, a little lag in the soil temperature was
observed among these points measured at different depths.

Figure 4 reorganizes the soil temperature time history to group those taken from the same depths
in the sites A and B. As is clearly seen from Figure 4, the soil temperature measurements of each site
showed different temperature distributions according to different soil properties, such as soil density,
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thermal conductivity, and others. The time corresponding to the peak daily average soil temperature
measurement slightly differed with depth due to the delay of accumulative heat transfer.

Figure 3. Temperature measurements of (a) air temperature above 1.2 m from the ground surface; and
soil temperatures at the (b) site A and (c) site B.

Figure 4. Measured soil temperatures at different depths at the sites A and B: depths of (a) 5 cm; (b) 10
cm; (c) 15 cm; (d) 20 cm; and (e) 30 cm.
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For the site A, the highest temperature at the uppermost depth of 5 cm was 15.4 ◦C. At the
remaining depths of 10, 15, 20, and 30 cm, the highest temperatures were measured as 13.4 ◦C, 10.9 ◦C,
8.3 ◦C, and 5.2 ◦C, respectively. Overall temperatures from the site B were higher than those from the
site A. With increasing depth, the measured peak soil temperatures were 23.1 ◦C, 18.0 ◦C, 15.2 ◦C,
11.1 ◦C, and 6.2 ◦C, respectively.

Figure 5 represents the relationships between the soil temperature measured at a depth of 5 cm
(Tud), i.e., the uppermost depth considered in this study, and soil temperatures at depths of i cm (i = 10,
15, 20, and 30 cm) (Ti). Due to the scatteredness of points at each site in Figure 5, the relationship
between the two measurements (Tud and Ti) could not be described in a simple mathematical form.
Additionally, the gradient of Ti increased with increasing depth, while gradient of Tud decreased
with increasing depth. This result corresponds to the previous results on air temperature and soil
temperature [50,51].

Figure 5. Relationships between soil temperature at a depth of 5 cm and those observed at depths of
10, 15, 20, and 30 cm in the (a) site A and (b) site B.

From the soil temperatures at a depth of 5 cm shown in Figure 4a, it is evident that an active
layer developed within approximately 160 days (from 10 May to 16 October 2015) as the measured soil
temperatures exceeded 0 ◦C. As the global warming effect is significantly pronounced at high-latitude
regions during the period of active soil layer development, the investigation of soil temperature above
0 ◦C at the uppermost depth of a certain location during this period is useful in modeling the profile
of soil temperature. The estimation of the depth profile of soil temperature has a great impact on
sensible heat flux, latent heat flux, heat energy productivity, thawing of permafrost layer, patterns of
CO2 and NH4 emissions, potential decomposition of microbes, decomposition rates of organic matter,
and growth rates of plants [16–21].

4. A Soil Temperature Model Based on Thermal Response

4.1. Thermal Response Transfer Process

During the heat transfer from air to soil or that from the soil surface to lower-depth soil due to
radiation, lower-depth soils experience temperature variation followed by a change of the thermal
response of soil due to heat transfer. During the process (i.e., at the initial moment) of heat transfer,
theoretically or conceptually, the soil medium can be classified into two zones: the heat-transferred
zone and the heat-untransferred zone. When continuous heat transfer occurs in the soil medium,
the heat-transferred zone increases compared to the heat-untransferred zone and eventually, the
heat-untransferred zone will diminish. When heat transfer changes in a timely manner, the portions
of the heat-transferred zone increase compared to that of the heat-untransferred zone, and their heat
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changes will have integrated into a thermal response. These thermal responses of soil medium can
be alternatively and effectively represented by the cumulative soil temperature. Specifically, soils
without temperature change can be defined as having thermal response of zero. This suggests that the
transferred zone can be evaluated based on the identification of temperature change, and the degree of
thermal response can be assessed from the cumulative soil temperature measured from the reference
temperature (i.e., the temperature at the start of measurement or the initial temperature).

From Equation (1), the cumulative soil temperature (CSTud,m) for the uppermost layer (at a depth
of 5 cm) for duration of m days can be defined as:

CSTud,m =
m

∑
t=1

(
Tud,t − Tre f

)
(2)

where Tud,t is the average daily soil temperature at the depth of 5 cm and Tref is assumed as 0 ◦C in
this study.

The normalized cumulative thermal response (CST*
ud,m) at the uppermost depth (5 cm) from the

start of temperature measurement to time m, in days, can be described as:

CST∗
ud,m =

CSTud,m

CSTud,mmax

=

m
∑

t=1

(
Tud,t − Tre f

)
mmax

∑
t=1

(
Tud,t − Tre f

) (3)

where mmax is the entire duration of temperature measurement duration (or the entire number of
samples of average daily temperature) in days. Then, with respect to the measurement duration of m
days, the expected thermal response (RCST*

ud,m) at the uppermost level for the rest of the measurement
period (i.e., in this study, this is 160 subtracted by m days) can be defined as:

RCST∗
ud,m = 1 − CST∗

ud,m (4)

The RCST*
ud,m indicates the portion of future normalized thermal response, which is deduced

using the total potential-normalized thermal response (which is 1−CST*
ud,m) and the current

normalized cumulative thermal response (CST*
ud,m).

Practically, RCST*
ud,m can be considered, as the remaining normalized thermal response soils are

expected to experience. In other words, if RCST*
ud,m is 1, no heat transfer occurs. On the other hand,

if RCST*
ud,m is 0, heat is completely transferred to the material and a certain temperature is maintained.

4.2. Accumulation of Soil Temperature Characteristics Using CST*
ud,m

Dryness [52] defines the concept of soil temperature accumulation in order to effectively analyze the
impact of soil temperature change on environmental change. In addition, other researchers [42,53,54]
developed an integration-based concept of environmental change. In this study, the following equation
of CRCSTi,m, which is a summation of the products of the expected thermal response at m days and the
soil temperature at a depth of i cm, was proposed to estimate lower-depth soil temperatures:

CRCSTi,m =
m

∑
t=1

RCST∗
ud,t

(
Ti,t − Tre f

)
(5)

As such, the maximum value of cumulative soil temperature at the depth of i cm (i = 10, 15, 20,
and 30) for the entire duration of temperature measurement (mmax) can be denoted as CRCSTi,mmax.

Figure 6 shows the relationships between CSTud,m and CRCSTi,m for the sites A and B. The scattered
relationship in Figure 5 between Tdu and Ti can be better alternatively represented by implementing a
relationship between CSTud,m and CRCSTi,m. To normalize the relationships of CSTud,m and CRCSTi,m,
CRCSTi,m was normalized using CRCSTi,mmax at the same depth for the entire measurement duration
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(mmax) (Figure 6). For deeper depths of i cm, CRCSTi,m for time m (in days) normalized by CRCSTi,mmax
for the entire duration (mmax) was:

CRCST∗
i,m =

CRCSTi,m

CRCSTi,mmax

(6)

Figure 6. CRCSTi,m and CSTud,m curves for the (a) site A and (b) site B.

Figure 7 illustrates the relationships between CST*
ud,m and CRCST*

i,m for the sites A and B using
Equation (6). When the Tud–Ti relationships in Figure 5 were compared with the CSTud,m–CRCSTi,m
relationships in Figure 6, in particular for soil temperature cases, the results presented in Figure 7
showed improved correlations and appeared to be more suitable for quantifying the temperature
relationship between the uppermost layer and deeper layers. Particularly, every curve from the
cumulative soil temperature at a depth of 5 cm to the cumulative soil temperature at depths of 10,
15, 20, and 30 cm has an initial gradual rise before converging gradually on a certain point to nearly
unite. Accordingly, the relationship in Figure 7 can be illustrated again by using Equations (3) and (6).
All the curves in Figure 7 appeared to produce similar shapes, showing unique correlations with soil
temperature. The quantification of these correlations is presented below.

Figure 7. CRCST*
i,m and CST*

ud,m curves for the (a) site A and (b) site B.
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As these thermal responses are well represented by their CST*
ud,m, a theoretical representation of

their correlations was made by normalizing the CST*
ud,m of each depth to that of the uppermost depth.

4.3. A Soil Temperature Dynamic Model Using CST*
ud,m

As seen from the results in Figure 7, curves representing relationships between CRCST*
i,m and

CST*
ud,m can be closely approximated using the following simple exponential function:

CRCST∗
i,m = 1 − EXP

[
−A(CST∗

ud,m)
Z
]

(7)

where A and Z are the fitting parameters. Equation (7) is the Weibull function [55], which is mainly
used to increase and decrease processes of soil temperature. Fitting parameters A and Z in Equation (7)
represent the scales and overall shapes of the CRCST*

i,m and CST*
ud,m relationship, respectively. The

mathematical difference (Km) between CRCST*
i,m and CRCST*

i,m−1 can be represented as:

∆CRCST∗
i,m = CRCST∗

i,m − CRCST∗
i,m−1 = EXP

[
−A(CST∗

ud,m−1)
Z
]
− EXP

[
−A(CST∗

ud,m)
Z
]
= Km (8)

By multiplying the denominator (CRCSTi,mmax) of Equation (3) to all the terms of Equation (8),
Equation (8) was modified to:

CRCSTi,mmax Km = CRCSTi,mmax ∆CRCST∗
i,m = CRCSTi,mmax(CRCST∗

i,m − CRCST∗
i,m−1)

= CRCSTi,m − CRCSTi,m−1 =
(

Ti,m − Tre f

)
(RCCST∗

ud,m)
(9)

Then, the soil temperature at a depth of i cm at time m (in days) was described as:

Ti,m = Ti,m − Tre f = CRCSTi,mmax Km(1 − CST∗
ud,m)

−1 (10)

Then, the temperature Ti,m can be assessed based on the values of Km, CRCSTi,mmax, and CST*
ud,m.

4.4. Determination of the Fitting Parameters of A and Z to Evaluate CRCSTi,mmax

Using the curve fitting procedure (least squares method), the fitting parameters A and Z of
Equation (7) as functions of depth Di were determined from regression analysis. The fitting parameters
can be represented by using the following equations:

A = 3.456(Di)
−0.957(Di) = 3.456(Di)

0.043 (11)

Z = 0.468(Di)
1.469/(Di) = 0.468(Di)

0.469 (12)

The fitting parameters of sites A and B at different depths are summarized in Table 1. It should be
noted that Equations (11) and (12) were used for up to 30 cm of soil depth. Figure 8a,b illustrate the
relationships of A/Di and Z Di at a depth of Di. The R2 of the relationships were higher than 0.97.

Table 1. Values of fitting parameters A and Z.

Depth (cm) Test Site Fitting Parameter A Fitting Parameter Z A/Di ZDi

10
A 3.926 1.444 0.393 14.437
B 3.729 1.432 0.373 14.317

15
A 3.970 1.568 0.265 23.522
B 3.836 1.638 0.256 24.569

20
A 3.942 1.705 0.197 34.099
B 3.898 1.956 0.195 39.120

30
A 3.982 2.043 0.133 61.280
B 4.057 2.842 0.135 85.266
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Figure 8. Correlations between fitting parameters (A and Z) and depth (Di). (a) Relationship between
A/Di and Di; and (b) relationship between ZDi and Di.

Each value of CRCSTi,mmax can be obtained from a curve fitting process (Table 2). Figure 9
illustrates the values of the parameter CRCSTi,mmax for varying soil depths, which is the normalized
value of CRCSTi, mmax (shown in Table 2) divided by the respective soil depth.

Table 2. Values of fitting parameters A and Z.

Depth (cm) Test Site CRCSTi,mmax CRCSTi,mmax/Di

10
A 483.3 48.3
B 606.0 60.6

15
A 399.4 26.6
B 515.2 34.3

20
A 312.1 15.6
B 389.4 19.5

30
A 180.3 6.0
B 207.5 6.9

Figure 9. Correlations between the maximum values of cumulative soil temperature (CRCSTi,mmax/Di)
normalized by depth and depth Di.

Figure 9 shows correlations between the maximum cumulative soil temperature (CRCSTi,mmax/Di)
normalized by depth and depth (Di) at a depth of i cm. Since the R2 of the CRCSTi,mmax/Di and Di
relationship for different depths was 0.97 or above, the CRCSTi,mmax of each depth can be accurately
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evaluated when the depth is given. Then, from Equation (12), the CRCSTi,mmax at a depth of i cm was
calculated as:

CRCSTi,mmax = 5164.3(Di)
−1.935(Di) = 5164.3(Di)

−0.935 (13)

The fitting parameter of CRCSTi,mmax could be obtained without fully considering soil depth or
soil conditions. Accordingly, further testing and investigations were needed.

5. Verification and Comparison of the Developed Lower-Depth Soil Temperature Evaluation Model

5.1. Procedure for the Evaluation of Soil Temperature

The proposed evaluation procedure of lower-depth soil temperature in this study consists of three
key steps.

1. Calculate the thermal response of CST*
ud,m using Equation (3) and the average daily soil

temperature data.
2. Compute the expected thermal response RCST*

ud,m at the uppermost level for the rest of the
measurement period using Equation (4).

3. Determine the fitting parameters A and Z using Equations (11) and (12) and the maximum
cumulative soil temperature CRCSTi,mmax for the entire temperature measurement duration using
Equation (13).

4. Determine the soil temperature Ti,m–Tref at the depth of interest based on the calculated CRCST*
i,m

and ∆CRCST*
i,m using Equations (7) and (8), respectively.

The CST*
ud,m of input soil temperature can be calculated according to soil temperature time

history. Once the CST*
ud,m and CRCSTi,m are obtained, the fitting parameters can be given by using

Equations (11)–(13). Here, A, Z, and CRCSTi,mmax can be defined for the soil depth. Finally, the soil
temperature of a target region can be calculated.

5.2. Experimental Verification of the Developed Lower-Depth Soil Temperature Evaulation Model

In order to verify the proposed method for lower-depth soil temperature evaluation, additional
data from the other site (site C in Figure 2) were collected. The soil temperature measurements at
the uppermost depth are plotted in Figure 10. Following the procedure presented in Section 5.1, the
parameters A, Z, and CRCSTi,mmax were obtained (Table 3). Implementing the developed model using
the values in Table 3 for different depths, we can compare the measured soil temperatures and the
corresponding predicted values using Tud data (Figure 11).

Figure 10. Daily average soil temperature at the uppermost depth in the site C.
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Table 3. Values of the fitting parameters A and Z and CRCSTi,mmax for the site C.

Depth (cm) Fitting Parameter A Fitting Parameter Z CRCSTi,mmax

10 3.8452 1.3804 621.259
15 3.8812 1.1687 407.675
20 3.9070 1.9046 302.345
30 3.9436 2.2992 198.401

Figure 11. Measured and predicted temperature curves for additional data at depths of (a) 10 cm;
(b) 15 cm; (c) 20 cm; and (d) 30 cm.

The average and the maximum measured soil temperatures at the depth of 10 cm were 7.1 ◦C
and 14.5 ◦C, respectively, while their predicted values were 6.6 ◦C and 17.5 ◦C, respectively. The
average and the maximum measured soil temperatures (the corresponding predicted values are
in parentheses) were 6.0 ◦C (4.7 ◦C) and 11.4 ◦C (12.4 ◦C), respectively, for the depth of 15 cm,
5.2 ◦C (3.8 ◦C) and 10.0 ◦C (9.6 ◦C), respectively, for the depths of 20 cm, and 2.7 ◦C (2.7 ◦C)
and 5.9 ◦C (7.1 ◦C), respectively, for the depth of 30 cm. The difference in the average and the
maximum soil temperatures between the measured and the predicted values ranged 0–1.4 ◦C and
0.4–3.0 ◦C, respectively. These differences in soil temperature prediction result from imperfection
of soil temperature model. The developed soil temperature prediction model in this study has an
advantage of simplicity associated with fewer calculations using only three fitting parameters, and
reasonably predicts shallow depth soil temperatures.

Figure 12 compares the measured and predicted soil temperatures at each depth of the site C. From
the regression analysis, it can be seen that the relationship between the measured and the predicted
values produced a high R2 value (ranging from 0.8733 to 0.9106). This result is an improvement of the
previously proposed model [56]. From Figure 12, the soil temperature prediction at the depth of 10 cm
showed the highest uncertainty, resulting in the highest scatteredness of data point and the lowest
R2 value. It was noted that the uncertainty of soil temperature tends to slightly decrease as the soil
temperature at the deeper depth is less influenced by the dynamic variation of air temperature.
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Figure 12. Regression analysis for measured and predicted temperature curves for additional data at
depths of (a) 10 cm; (b) 15 cm; (c) 20 cm; and (d) 30 cm.

As pointed out by Dwyer et al. [57], the advantage of using long-term data of the daily average
temperature for several seasons or longer is that it reduces the deviation of prediction and the variation
of temperature, which is mainly caused by climatic and ground conditions. Thus, this study used
long-term lower-depth soil temperature data to develop depth profiles of soil temperature and to
experimentally verify the prediction model.

Consequently, an effective and practical lower-depth soil temperature prediction model was
developed. The model enables the estimation of soil temperature in various areas and strata, instead of
predicting the soil temperature at one elevation. Previous studies used solar radiation, air temperature,
and albedo in combination with soil characteristics (such as thermal conductivity or diffusivity) to
estimate soil temperature [26,37]. However, in this study, an efficient lower-depth soil temperature
estimation model was developed, in terms of the number of parameters of the model, analysis time,
and the accuracy of estimation.

However, despite of simple and convenient use of the developed model for shallow-depth soil
temperature prediction, there are limitations. The procedure of the mathematical model development
is valid, independent of location; however, for the determination of three model fitting parameters,
A, Z and CRCSTi,mmax, at least two time histories of soil temperature depth profiles are required at
the target location. The three fitting parameters are functions of air temperature variation and soil
characteristics (such as thermal conductivity, soil density, water content and others). Future study
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is recommended to quantify the effects of air temperature variation and soil characteristics on the
developed soil temperature model.

The soil temperature model development requires continuous time history of soil
temperature–depth profile measurement. Omission of several days of soil temperature measurements
will ruin the accuracy of the proposed model. In addition, the soil temperature prediction model
may induce high errors in prediction, if the spatial variability of soil characteristic (soil structure,
texture, or fabric) within shallow depth (depths within 30 cm from the ground surface) is significant.
However, in most of the cases, the soil’s spatial variability within shallow depth can be assumed
somewhat homogeneous.

6. Conclusions

In this study, lower-depth soil temperature data were measured from late spring to early autumn
(i.e., the period during which the soil temperatures within a depth range of 5–30 cm were above 0 ◦C)
in Council, Alaska. A prediction model for lower-depth soil temperature was developed for soil layers
up to 30 cm in depth. The model was intended to predict soil temperatures at a site up to 30 cm
below the surface by only using the soil temperature data from the uppermost depth, which was 5 cm.
The proposed model of predicting soil temperature utilized the cumulative soil temperature for the
uppermost layer based on the concept of thermal response and the soil temperatures. In particular,
the use of thermal response (i.e., the cumulative soil temperature), instead of using soil temperature,
produced more consistent and reliable estimates of time-dependent lower-depth soil temperatures.

The mathematical relationship between CRCST*
i,m and CST*

ud,m was developed based on the
observation results, and a procedure for predicting soil temperatures was established. The advantage
of the proposed soil temperature estimation model is that it has three parameters to define and
produces effective prediction results. The proposed model for evaluating the dynamic behaviors of
soil temperature was verified by obtaining soil temperature data from an additional site. As evident
when comparing the measured and predicted lower-depth soil temperatures, the proposed model
accurately predicted soil temperatures for depths of 10, 15, 20, and 30 cm.

Consequently, the developed model could contribute to a prompt and accurate measurement
of soil temperature in a permafrost active area to provide valuable information for research related
to heat flux, heat energy productivity from the geothermal system, thawing of the permafrost layer,
spatial variation of soil temperature, CO2 and NH4 emissions, decomposition of microbes and organic
matter, and plant growth.
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